HUZZAH TO SILAS FOR AN INCREDIBLE WEEKEND!
CONGRATS TO FALL CHAIRS FOR STARTING YOUR EXEC MEETINGS!

• Hello everyone!
  o Chloe: If you see Silas congratulate him... everyone loved him. Normally everything goes so
    wrong but it went so well. Congrats to fall chairs starting their execs! That's exciting. A lot of
    you are wondering why Johnson has a special picture. Guys he’s been working so hard to fill
    out our funding for SGA. Funding is a privilege not a right, Johnson has been working so hard

• Voting
  o ID Scanners - $250
  o Chloe: I brought this up at the last meeting... anyone have questions before we vote?
  o Molly: Raise your hand if you vote yes:
    ▪ Vote: unanimous
    • Not present:
      o Joey
      o Silas
      o Daniela
      o Alexis

• REGISTRATION PARTY!!
  o College Bowl
    ▪ Register
    ▪ Chloe: Take out your computers lets register
  o Soonerthon
    ▪ Register ($40)
    ▪ Chloe: Let me know if you have any financial limitations for this...
  o Big Event
    ▪ Register

• Important to know / Housekeeping
  ▪ These are important because we have been getting a lot of questions about them, please listen.
  o Interviews in the CAC Office
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- Chloe: We don’t want any of this happening in the CAC office. Get a room in the union, we want you to use it for meetings whenever you need… you can use my office too, but please do not interview people in the CAC office
  - CAC Office Reservations
    - I have an app online I’ll send out for reservations
  - Benefit Nights
    - 1 evening a semester
    - Chloe: You get one night a semester… you can have as many places that are willing to partner with you. We cannot flood the calendar with benefit nights. It gets overwhelming and we need to make sure that people are showing up so we don’t lose those relationships
  - Get your events on the calendar before creating graphics!!
    - Email Aimee
      - Chloe: You have to tell Aimee when your events are. They have to be put onto the calendars…. Joey and his team will no longer be making graphics until your dates are approved on the calendar.
    - Chloe:
    - Cherrish: you said approval???
    - Aimee: Just so that I can double check the date and make sure nothing is conflicting
    - Chloe: It’s easier to send out dates if we have them… we’re communicating with a lot of people
    - Elvie: I just want to clarify… we don’t want multiple events happening, if its not your week we want you to send that date in to clarify
  - Update on printer situation
    - Chloe: Printer situation …. Donna said we cannot get a printer because of upkeep costs. We end up replacing them every year. People kept using and using it. We just wanted to clarify why we did not vote and approve it.
    - Chloe: We have some alternative solutions: WEPA, the printer up here
  - OrgSync
    - Chloe: If you have a form or survey out please do it through orgsync
  - Surveys
    - Matt: we’re going to be doing some CAC wide surveys… it talks about what we can do. better for our members… talks about our pillars.. how they feel their leadership has grown. Our goal is to get 30% of people to fill out the survey
  - Outside events
    - Chloe: outside events there is a lot going on…. its that time of year. BSA stompdown is one that GC typically rolls out to. Obviously we cant mandate that but we’re asking y’all to go.
    - Bre: OU Unheard is tomorrow 4:45-6

- CAC Elections
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- Chloe: As most of you know this is becoming one of the hot topics… there are just a few CAC rules that we have in place… we don’t who the candidates are officially… filing was today. Candidates are not allowed to come to any of your meetings unless they are all together. They can be at your meeting they just cannot talk about the election unless they are all three present. Also you guys have powerful voices…. CACGC remains neutral… we will have a graphic encouraging the candidates… We ask that you encourage everyone as well...
- Kennedie: In the case that someone asks us to be on their team…..
- Chloe: You say no. You can use GC as an excuse as to why you cant. Also if you know anyone applying to exec or a chair position it is up to their own discretion to join a campaign team.
- Bre: Also you all will be working with the next chair and that could be awkward
- Matt: Also it is exhausting
- Susan: My question was… you said stay off the campaign trail but can you still follow the social media trail.
- Chloe: I strongly encourage each of you to be at the CAC debate.

- Mafia Thursday
  - Chloe: Everyone is welcome… Let’s do 8 bring whatever food you want

- Advisor Updates
  - TMQuy
  - EE: I don’t have any updates just make sure you’re doing everything on OrgSync. Make sure no one is wearing t shirts around the office.
  - MK: Make sure you use Joe Boomer for Facebook events

**UPDATES:**
- Parker: Lead team came to one of our meetings… it was well received. Next week I’ll be contacting y’alls Vice Chairs to come help us with a committee exploration type thing. We’re going to have our second RAOK week in April. I need money for an enclosure or pool type thing
- Alex: Keep going to meetings… we have such crazy schedules so we’re meeting with Bre separately. For the fall Dayten and I are going to go to meetings together… also I got attached by a squirrel today.
- Nick: First exec meeting. Retreat is Sunday
- MK:
- Emily: Last miracle week session tonight it really makes it faster for everyone.
- Liz: We had our first exec meeting and it was so much fun. I felt so bad because we were back to back with another meeting and I was trying to get people to go. It was kind of cool I just stepped back and let the vice chairs take it on. March 9 we are having an info meeting for campus orgs who want to learn more about u sing,
- 
- Kennedie:: We’re having a benefit week
- Kitty: We are truckin along we are trying to get 2000 more!
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- Molly: I’m just chillin… HSLC and Soonerthon elections will be pretty soon
- Matt: Hey Day: 3 pieces of pizza and you get a game of laser tag
- Kalsey: I have a graphics meeting coming up trying to finalize a logo… trying to have a benefit night.
- Dayten: Everything Alex said…
- Daniela: Breakfast club come after elections. We’re showing the film Malala and we will have a discussion afterward
- Bre: Working on cool stuff…. we don’t know how its going to go. We’re thinking about making a scholarship for students. We’re thinking about opening a CAC store and letting all of the proceeds go back to the scholarship. We feel like we haven’t reached out to the marginalized groups economically.
  - Discussion:
    - Chloe: We really can’t take in the money… it all has to be bought through a third party and then given to us…. Hopefully in the ideal world it would go onto the store as well.
    - Bre: And if we could get it up soon enough we could the Mom’s Day stuff up there
    - Susan: Stickers… Face tats
- Aimee: Let’s move those boxes!!
- Will: Trying to get my VC app on the 1st
- Susan: We have had 2 fun meetings. We enjoy our exec. We had so much fun. I organized some markers. I tested them all. I was not wanting to study for accounting… But I passed and got my nails done. We have a development day Sunday! If all goes well we’re trying to get KP to come speak…. Other than that Day’s and Dad’s… also my goal is to bring a comedian or someone Friday night. I’ve also talked to UPB about co programming, He’s one of the up and coming comedians of 2016.
- Kylee: Registration closes in two weeks. MK is the real deal today she was a rock star.
- Joey: if you or your vice chairs are coming p with any graphics send them to me so I can okay them.
- Cherrish: We are ordering food this week. We have hotels donating rooms for our mothers of the year. Benefit nights at Qdoba we were the 4th biggest benefit night they’d had.
- Johnson: Working on the budget allocation currently. We have an interview Sunday. Send me your stats